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Abstract: 

All the types of Phishing attack is to gain personal informat ion from users such as user name, password, account details etc. 

Attacker uses different medium to perform phishing on user environment. Mobile phishing is also dangerous due to the hardware 

limitat ions of mobile devices. A number of anti-phishing toolbars have been discussed and proposed a system model to face the 

phishing attack. In this paper, d iscussed different anti-phishing techniques. And also discuss link guard algorithm.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The mostly used attack method is to send emails to victims, 

which pretends to be sent from banks, online organizations. In 

these emails they will make up some causes, example the 

password of your credit card had been mis -entered for many 

times or they are providing other services to attract user visit 

their website to confirm or modify your account number and 

password through the link provided in the email. User will then 

be linked to a pretended website after clicking those links. The 

design, the functions performed and even the URL of these 

faked website appear so real that you cannot distinguish the 

fake website from the real one. Once user input the account 

number and password, the attacker then successfully collect the 

informat ion at the server side and that misuse that information.  
  

 
Figure.1. Phishing attack [4] 

 

Methods of phishing attack: 

 

Different types of phishing attacks have now been identified. 

Some of the more preferred are listed below. 

 

1. Deceptive Phishing. The term ”phishing” originally referred 

to account theft using instant messaging but the most common 

broadcast method today is a deceptive email message. 

Messages about the need to verify account information, system 

failure requiring users to re-enter their information, imaginary 

account charges, undesirable account changes, new free 

services requiring quick action, and many other scams are 

broadcast to a wide group of recipients with the hope that the 

inexperience will respond by clicking a link to or signing onto 

a bogus 

2. Keyloggers and Screenloggers are particular varieties of 

malware that track keyboard input and send relevant 

informat ion to the hacker via the Internet. They can embed 

themselves into users’ browsers as small utility programs 

known as helper objects that run automatically when the 

browser is started as well as into system files as device drivers 

or screen monitors. 

 

3. Session Hijacking describes an attack where users’ activities 

are monitored until they sign in to a target account or 

transaction and establish their authentic credentials. At that 

point the malicious software takes over and can undertake 

unauthorized actions, such as transferring funds, without the 

user’s knowledge. 

 

4. Web Trojans pop up invisibly when users are trying to log 

in. They collect the user’s credentials locally and transmit them 

to the attacker. 

 

5. System Reconfiguration Attacks modify settings on a user’s 

PC for malicious purposes. For example: URLs in a favourites 

file might be modified to direct users to look alike websites. 

For example: a bank website URL may be changed 

from”bankofabc.com” to”bancofabc.com”.  

 

6. Data Theft. Unsecured PCs often contain subsets of sensitive 

informat ion stored elsewhere on secured servers. Certainly PCs 

are used to access such servers and can be more easily 

included. Data theft is a widely used approach to business 

espionage. By stealing confidential communications, design 

documents, legal opinions, employee related records, etc., 

thieves profit from selling to those who may want to embarrass 

or cause economic damage or to competitors. 

 

7. DNS-Based Phishing (”Pharming”). Pharming is the term 

given to hosts file modification or Domain Name System 

(DNS)-based phishing. With a pharming scheme, hackers 

tamper with a company’s hosts files or domain name system so 

that requests for URLs or name service return a bogus address 

and subsequent communications are directed to a fake site. The 

result: users are unaware that the website where they are 

entering confidential information is controlled by hackers. 

 

8. Content-Injection Phishing describes the situation where 

hackers replace part of the content of a legitimate site with 
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false content designed to mislead or misdirect the user into 

giving up their confidential informat ion to the hacker. For 

example, hackers may insert malicious code to log user’s 

credentials or an overlay which can secretly co llect information 

and deliver it to the hacker’s phishing server. 

 

9. Man-in-the-Middle Ph ishing is harder to detect than many 

other forms of phishing. In these attacks hackers position 

themselves between the user and the legitimate website or 

system. They record the information being entered but continue 

to pass it on so that users’ transactions are not aff ected. Later 

they can sell or use the informat ion or credentials collected 

when the user is not active on the system. 

 

10. Search Engine Ph ishing occurs when phishers create 

websites with attractive (often too attractive) sounding offers 

and have them indexed legitimately with search engines. Users 

find the sites in the normal course of searching for products or 

services and are fooled into giving up their informat ion. For 

example, cheaters have set up false banking sites offering 

lower credit costs or better interest rates than other banks. 

Vict ims who use these sites to save or make more from interest 

charges are encouraged to transfer existing accounts and 

misinform into giving up their details. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Soumya.M.S focus on phishing attacks on the mobile 

computing platforms. They are implementing mobish. 

MobiFish is a novel automated lightweight anti phishing 

scheme for mobile dais. It prevent against mobile web pages, 

apps and persistent accounts. Mobish cpmprise of three 

independent components WebFish, AppFish and Account Fish 

includes dierent methods for recognizing malicious app, these 

includes dierent methods like Optical Character Recognition 

(OCR) to extract text from screenshot for checking URLs, 

second level domain name (SLD), suspicious App set (SAS) 

this contains untrusted apps and account mapping white list 

(AMWL) that contains all inconsistent legal apps[1].  Lokesh M 

R, Vishwa Lalit, Jeeth Nair, Sura Sannith, Pradeep D present 

an Anti-Phishing application for the end user which keeps trace 

of the sites with which the user spoils in financial transactions, 

scans users e mail account for mails which appear to have 

come from these institutions and warns user against suspected 

phishing e-mails, if the same are detected in his mailbox. The 

relevant research on network Phishing is detected, branching 

process model with corresponding analytical results on the 

spread of the infection. They describe an au tomatic worm 

containment scheme for random scanning Phishing and 

adaptation to the case of local preference scanning Phishing. 

The numerical results which validate their model and conrm 

the effectiveness of their containment scheme as outcomes of 

this paper. They bring a stochastic branching process model for 

the early phase of worm propagation. In this paper also 

compare with dierent anti phishing techniques [6]. Most of the 

methods uses text based comparison sometimes which is fail to 

detect phishing attack. Web page contains images. Color of 

image which is present on the page is the most important 

feature in an image. So, in this paper they have devel oped an 

image based comparison method which compares the images 

based on the color values. This method compare the web page 

using color value and gives accurate result [5]. U.Naresh, 

U.Vidya Sagar implemented end-host based antiphishing 

algorithm, call Link Guard, by using the generic characteristics 

of the hyperlinks in phishing attacks. These characteristics are 

created by analysing the phishing data archive provided by the 

Anti-Phishing Working Group (APW G). Because it is based on 

the generic characteristics of phishing attacks, Link Guard can 

detect not only known but also unknown phishing attacks. 

They have implemented Link Guard in Windows XP. Link 

Guard is effective to detect and prevent both known and 

unknown phishing attacks with minimal false negatives. Link 

Guard successfully detects 195 out of the 203 phishing attacks. 

This paper also showed that Link Guard is light weighted and 

can detect and prevent phishing attacks in real time [2].  

 

III. MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVE 

 

 (a) By making fake web sites, application and accounts, 

attackers can easily fooled to users. 

 

 (b) The attacker attract users to visit a faked Website by 

sending them faked e-mails and cleverly get user’s personal 

informat ion such as user name, password, and account details 

etc. 

 

(c) Phishing attack can be detected by many toolbars. 

 

(d) Thus using link guard algorithm we can detect and prevent 

known and unknown phishing attack at real time.  

 

(e) Gives more security. 

 

(f) If any fake website asked for personal information, then it 

can be easily detected. 

 

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT 

TECHNIQUES  

 

1. Attribute based anti-phishing techniques  

Attribute-based anti-phishing strategy implements each 

reactive and proactive anti-phishing defenses. this method has 

been enforced in PhishBouncer tool. The Image Attribution 

check will AN comparison of pictures of visiting web site and 

also the sites already registered with phish chucker-out. The 

hypertext mark-up language Crosslink check appearance at 

responses from non registered web sites and counts variety—

the amount—the quantity of links the page should any of the 

registered sites A high number of cross -links is indicative of a 

phishing site. In false informat ion feeder check ,false data is 

input and if that data is accepted by web site then it’s probable 

that link is phished one. The Certificate Suspicious check 

validates web site certificates given throughout SSL handclasp 

and extends the everyday usage by longing for Certification 

Authority (CA) consistency over time.URL suspicious check 

uses characteristics of the URL to spot phishing s ites. 

Advantage: As attribute based anti-phishing considers a lot of 

checks so it is able to detect more phished sites than other 

approaches. It can detect known as well as unknown attacks. 

 Disadvantage: As multiple checks perform to authenticate site 

this could result in slow response time.  

 

2. Genetic Algorithm Based Anti Phishing 

Techniques 

 It is associate approach of detection of phishing websites 

victimisation genetic algorithmic rule. Genetic algorithms is 

accustomed evolve easy rules for preventing phishing attacks. 

These rules square measure accustomed differentiate traditional 

web site from abnormal web site. These abnormal websites 

visit events with likelihood of phishing attacks. This rule is 

explained as: if there exists associate information processing 

address of the universal resource locator in e-mail and it 
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doesn’t match the outlined Rule Set for White List then the 

received mail may be a phishing mail.  

 

Advantage: It provides the feature of malicious status 

notification before the user reads the mail. It also provides 

malicious web link detection in addition of phishing detection.  

Disadvantage: Single rule for phishing detection like in case of 

url is far from enough, so we need mult iple rule set for only 

one type of url based phishing detection. Likewise for other 

parameter we need to write other rule this leads to more 

complex algorithm. 

 

3. An Identity Based Anti Phishing Techniques  

This technique follows mutual authentication methodology 

wherever each user and on-line entity validates every other’s 

identity throughout handclasp. it’s Associate in Nursing ant 

phishing technique that integrates partial credentials sharing 

and shopper filtering technique to stop phishers from simply 

masquerading as legitimate on-line entities. As mutual 

authentication is followed, there would be no want for users to 

reenter their credentials. Thus passwords square measure never 

changed between users and on-line entities except throughout 

the initial account setup method. Advantage: It provide mutual 

authentication for server as well as client side. Using this 

techniques user does not to reveal his credential password in 

whole session except first time when the session is init ialized. 

 Disadvantage: In identity based anti-phishing if a hacker gain 

access to the client computer and disable the browser plug-in 

then method will be compromise against phishing detection. 

 

4. Content Based Anti-Phishing Approach  

GoldPhish tool implements this method and uses google as its 

computer program. This mechanis m provides seniority to well-

established internet sites. It’s been ascertained that phishing 

web content ar active just for short amount of your time and so 

can acquire low rank throughout net search and this becomes 

basis for content based mostly anti-phishing approach. The 

planning approach may be lessened into 3 major steps. The 

primary step is to capture a picture of this web  site within the 

user’s application. The second step is to use optical character 

recognition techniques to convert the captured image into 

machine readable text. The third step is to input the reborn text 

into a research engine to retrieve results and analyse the page 

rank. 

 

Advantages: Generally GoldPhish does not result in false 

positive and provides zero day phishing.  

 

Disadvantages: GoldPhish delays the rendering of a webpage. 

It is also vulnerable to attacks on Google’s PageRank 

algorithm and Google’s search service. 

 

5. Character Based Anti Phishing Approach  

Many time attackers tries to steal information of users by 

assuring them to click on the hyperlink that they embed into 

phishing email. A hyperlink has a format as follows. 

<ahref=”URI”> Anchor text<\a> where ‘universal resource’ 

(URI) identifiers provides the actual link where the user will be 

directed and ’Anchor text ’ is the text  that will be d isplayed in 

user’s Web browser and represents the visual link. Character 

based anti phishing technique uses characteristics of hyperlink 

in order to detect phishing links.  Linkguard is a tool that 

implements this technique. After analyzing many phishing 

websites, the hyperlinks can be classified into various 

categories. For detection of phishing sites LinkGuard, first 

extracts the DNS names from the actual and the visual links 

and then compares the actual and visual DNS names, if these 

names are not the same, then it is phishing attack.If dotted 

decimal IP address is directly used in ac tual DNS, it is then a 

possible phishing attack. If the actual link or the visual link is 

encoded, then  first the link is decoded and then analysed. 

When there is no destination informat ion (DNS name or dotted 

IP address) in the visual link then the hyperlink is analysed. 

During analysis DNS name is searched in blacklist and white 

list .if it is present in whitelist then it is sure that the link is 

genuine and if link is present in blacklist then it is sure that link 

is phished one. If the actual dns is not contained in either white 

list or blacklist, Pattern Matching is done. During pattern 

matching first the sender email address is extracted and then it 

is searched in seed set where a list of address is maintained that 

are manually visited by the user. Similarity checks the 

maximum likelihood of actual DNS and the DNS names in 

seed-set.the similarity index between two strings are 

determined by calculating the min imal number of changes 

needed to transform a string to the other string.  

 

Advantage: it cannot only detect known attacks, but also is 

effective to the unknown ones. LinkGuard can detect up to 96 

percent unknown phishing attacks in real-time. Disadvantage: 

LinkGuard may result in false positives, since using dotted 

decimal IP addresses substitute of domain names may be 

suitable in some special circumstances. 

 

V. LINK GUARD ALGORITHM 

It is end-host based anti-phishing algorithm. It use generic 

characteristic of hyperlink in phishing attack. algorithm, which 

we call Link Guard, by utilizing the generic characteristics of 

the hyperlinks in phishing attacks. Link Guard can detect 

known but also unknown phishing attacks at real time. Link 

Guard is the key component of the implementation. It is a 

standalone windows program with GUI (g raphic user 

interface). The functionalities of these 5 parts are given below: 

 

Comm: Communicate with the whook.dll of all of the 

monitored processes, collect data related to user input from 

other processes (e.g. IE, outlook, firefox, etc.), and send these 

data to the Analyzer, it can also send commands (such as block 

the phishing sites) from the Link Guard executive to whook.dll. 

The communication between the Link Guard process and other 

processes is realized by the shared memory mechanism 

provided by the operating system. Database: Store the 

whitelist, blacklist, and the user input URLs. 

 

Analyzer: It is the key component of Link Guard, which 

implements the Link Guard algorithm, it uses data provided by 

Comm and Database, and sends the results to the Alert and 

Logger modules. 

 

Alerter: When receiving warning messages from Analyzer, it 

shows the related information to alert the users and send back 

the reactions of the user back to the Analyzer.  

Logger: Archive the history informat ion, such as use revents, 

alert informat ion, for future use. 

 

• Algorithm: 

1. Go to the hyperlink. 

2. Extract DNS names visual and actual link.  

3. Compares the actual and visual DNS names, if these names 

are not the same, then it is phishing. 

4. It then checks for dotted decimal, If dotted decimal IP 

address is directly used in actual DNS, then their is phishing 

attack.  
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Figure.2. work flow of phishing attack  

 

VI. CONCLUS IONS  

 

The paper has able to conclude that the majority of the ant 

phishing techniques specialize in contents of net age, universal 

resource locator and email. Character based ant phishing 

approach could end in false positive however content based 

approach ne’er leads to false positive. Attribute based mostly 

approach think about most major areas susceptible to phishing 

thus it will be best anti-phishing approach which will notice 

referred to as well as unknown phishing attack. Identity based 

mostly anti-phishing approach could fails if phisher gets 

physical access to client’s laptop. anti phishing techniques have 

been discussed. Some techniques having advantages and 

disadvantage. Mobish is lightweight scheme use to protect 

phishing attack on mobile computing platform. 
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